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       13 YEARS OF FAILED NT INTERVENTION: FIRST NATIONS DEMAND THEIR SOLUTIONS

                    On-line Forum - Friday 19th  June at 6pm AEST  - SA & NT 5.30pm - WA 4pm

“THE INTERVENTION WAS SPRUNG ON US WITHOUT WARNING. A LOT OF LIES WERE TOLD ABOUT 
OUR COMMUNITIES”, said Harry Jakamarra Nelson, Warlpiri Elder from Yuendumu.

June 21st marks the 13th anniversary of the Northern Territory Intervention. In 2012 the Intervention
was strengthened and extended for ten more years, despite heavy national and international 
objections. It was misleadingly renamed Stronger Futures and related legislation. First Nations 
Peoples referred to it as Stolen Futures and declared a day of mourning.

This Friday night June 19th at 6pm AEST an on-line forum featuring five First Nations speakers from 
across the NT will take place. For the first time speakers from on country in Arnhem Land, through to
Yuendumu, Arlparra (Utopia) and Mparntwe (Alice Springs) in Central Australia will discuss their 
lived experience surviving under the Intervention’s racist and draconian regime. This forum will be 
moderated by Professor Larissa Behrendt AO. A damning new report, from earlier this year, by the 
Castan Centre for Human Rights Law the Northern Territory Intervention: an evaluation  [1]   addressed 
many ongoing failures. Its lead researcher, Dr Stephen Gray, will also be speaking.

Last year in an open letter to Ken Wyatt, Minister for Indigenous Australians, First Nations People 
from Central Australia stated: ”The voices of people struggling under these racist laws have not 
been heard, or their pleas have been distorted to impose further repressive laws on them.” The 
open letter listed detrimental impacts of the Intervention and provided a clear path forward to work 
‘with’ governments.

Barbara Shaw, founding member of the Intervention Rollback Action Group (IRAG) said, “It’s time to 
talk about the arrogance and racism of this country over the last 13 years. We need to put real 
issues that effect First Nations People on the agenda and we need to keep them on the agenda.”

Previously on the 10th anniversary an open letter from Aboriginal leaders from across the NT, 
supported by over 200 eminent Australians, was sent to the then minister, Nigel Scullion, and all
members of the Australian parliament. Aboriginal Elders called for an apology, for legislation to be 
scrapped, for self-determination and the right to create their own distinctive pathways. There was 
no response! People in remote communities have suffered deeply.  Poverty has increased and there 
is a chronic underinvestment in homelands which have made communities even more vulnerable to 
COVID-19. Many more children have been taken and more First Nations People have been 
imprisoned.

Aunty Pat Ansell Dodds from Grandmothers Against Removals (GMAR) Mparntwe, like many, wants 
to see their children returned to country. “Stop taking our kids! They need healing on country and 
to know their cultures, they should not be jailed. … Australia needs to lift the age of criminality 
from 10 to 14 years.”

Stephen Gray, lead researcher of the new report, agrees and added, “We need to raise the age of 
criminal responsibility for children, and permit the courts to take customary law into account in 
sentencing.” The situation is no better in the NT.
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Racist policies continue to cause harm. The report states, “measures in the Northern Territory 
continue to wrongfully allow racial discrimination against Indigenous peoples under the guise of 
advancing other human rights.” It ends with a chapter on genocide. In addition to the report there 
are serious questions around changes made to the Aboriginal Land Rights Act and to homeland 
policies. International law expert Greg Marks added, “For fifteen years Northern Territory Aboriginal 
communities have been subjected to negative and destructive policies by Commonwealth 
Governments including the Intervention, defunding homelands and significantly weakening the 
Aboriginal Land Rights Act.”

Georgina Gartland of ‘concerned Australians’ said, “how many more damning reports must one see! 
How many more lives must be lost? First Nations People want the right to determine their lives 
through local decision making, through the provision of resources, through local employment and to 
be funded in their own solutions, that is empowerment. Homelands must be resourced. There is a 
great sense of despair and First Nations children have been raised under regressive, racist and 
paternalistic laws.”

Amelia Kunoth-Monks from Arlparra said, "13 years of the NTER and Stronger Futures, and what 
has changed. Nothing, there is no communication between the Government and First Nations 
People at all. Kids feel hopeless as there is no future for them, the system is still trying to say we 
cannot incorporate our knowledge into the schools. What I fear the most is not being able to have 
an equal footing with our non-First Nations brothers and sisters."

This evening is the opportunity for First Nations speakers to be heard. First Nations People have the 
solutions. They can no longer be ignored by our parliament. Their clan and community voices must 
be heard. Leaders such as Yingiya Mark Guyula MLA the first person ever to give a substantive 
speech  in an Aboriginal  language and to have an interpreter on the floor of the parliamentary 
chamber in any Australian parliament, is standing again as an Independent Member of the NT 
Parliament. He will speak about devastating consequences of the Intervention on his people and 
homelands, Yolngu authority and the rights to local decision making and true self-determination.

SPEAKERS:

Aunty Pat Ansell Dodds, Arrernte/Amjatere, Central Australia

Yingiya Mark Guyula MLA - A Liya Dhalinymirr leader of the Djambarrpuyngu people

Amelia Pangarte Kunoth-Monks, Eastern Arrernte woman, youth leader, from Arlparra, Utopia NT.

Harry Jakamarra Nelson, Warlpiri Elder, Yuendumu, NT

Barbara Shaw, Arrernte, Kaytetye, Warlpiri and Waramungu, Mparntwe, Member of IRAG

                                                                                 and

Stephen Gray, Senior lecturer from Castan Centre Human Rights Law, Monash University - Lead 
researcher of the recent Monash University Castan Report, Northern Territory Intervention: 
Evaluation Report 2020.

Greg Marks, International human rights law expert, Indigenous rights, who has lived and worked in 
the Northern Territory and retained a close interest in NT issues.

…

For more info, see: https://www.facebook.com/events/1689299494572865/

https://www.facebook.com/events/1689299494572865/


Join the forum via Zoom at https://amnestyau.zoom.us/j/97829224417

Meeting ID: 978 2922 4417
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[1]  https://www.monash.edu/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/2106156/NT-Intervention-Evaluation-  
Report-2020.pdf
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